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george eugene uhlenbeck

December 6, 1900–October 31, 1988

by  george w.  ford

george eugene uhlenbeCk was a distinguished theoretical 
physicist, perhaps most widely known for the discovery 

of electron spin, made together with samuel abraham goud-
smit while they were both graduate students in holland. in a 
long career he made important contributions to atomic and 
molecular physics, nuclear physics, and above all, statistical 
mechanics. he was a superb lecturer and expositor, with a 
deep grasp of his subject and an orderly delivery of great 
clarity, spiced with subtle humor.

 he was born december 6, 1900, in the east indies, in 
batavia, Java (now Jakarta, indonesia). his was a military fam-
ily that had served for generations in the army of the dutch 
east indies. his father, eugenius marius uhlenbeck, was a 
lieutenant colonel, while his mother, anne marie beeger, 
was the daughter of a major general. at the time of his birth 
there was an older sister, annie, born five years earlier. later 
there were two younger brothers: willem Jan born in 1906 
and eugenius marius born in 191�. the latter became well 
known as a linguist, expert in the Javanese language and 
professor at the university of leiden.

 because of his father’s duties, the family moved about 
and george’s early years and schooling were in the small 
towns of the east indies. then in 1907, in large part to get 
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better schooling for the children, his father retired from 
the army and moved the family permanently to holland, 
where they settled in the hague. his father’s pension was 
not very high, so the family’s circumstances were modest, 
yet adequate. george attended elementary and high school 
in the hague. he was a good student, very dutiful, but he 
showed no predilection for science until his last years in 
high school. then his sister annie urged him to contact a. 
h. borgesius, who taught physics in the school and had a 
reputation as the most learned person on the staff. appar-
ently borgesius was very shy and george, the young student, 
was shy as well, so they had a strange connection. yet bor-
gesius gave him books to read, among them h. a. lorentz’s 
Beginselen der Natuurkunde (2 vols., 1908, 1909), based on 
lectures on elementary physics given to high school students 
in leiden. he studied this carefully and was especially taken 
by the discussion of kinetic theory. later he worked through 
lorentz’s Lehrbuch der Differential-und Integralrechnung (1900). 
as a result he knew calculus when he took his final high 
school examination in July 1918.

 at that time, by law entrance to a dutch university re-
quired knowledge of latin and greek, taught in a gymnasium 
but not in the higher burgher school that george had at-
tended. he was not interested in a military career, which his 
parents might have wished, and so it was that in september 
1918 he entered the institute of technology at delft to study 
chemical engineering. he was not happy there, finding the 
prescribed curriculum onerous: the many lectures one had 
to attend, the required chemistry laboratories. luckily, that 
autumn the law was changed to allow those in such fields as 
physics to enter universities without satisfying the language 
requirement. with the help of his sister he was able to per-
suade his parents to allow him to leave the delft institute 
and enter the university of leiden in January 1919.
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 leiden seemed to him a paradise. there were few 
lectures and in none was attendance required. there were 
no examinations. one afternoon a week he worked at the 
prescribed laboratory exercises, but that was all. so he had 
much free time, which he put to good use. he began a study 
of boltzmann’s Vorlesungen über Gastheorie (1898). he found 
this difficult to grasp until his brother-in-law, harm bun-
ing, told him of Paul and tatyana ehrenfest’s article in the 
Enzyklopädie der Mathematische Wissenshaften (1911). this was 
a revelation; he saw what boltzmann was about. in order to 
work his way through these works he made a study of ana-
lytical dynamics, using a thin book by Paul appell. he also 
followed some of the mathematics lectures and lectures on 
thermodynamics by Professor J. c. kuenen. he worked hard 
at the required laboratory exercises, one afternoon a week 
the first year, two the second. being, as he says, a dutiful 
student, he wrote careful reports with derivations of all the 
formulas. 

 in december 1920 he passed the candidaat examinations, 
which were oral examinations in mathematics and physics and 
marked the end of the undergraduate years. as a graduate 
student he began to follow the lectures of Paul ehrenfest, who 
was to have such a profound influence on him. these were 
electrodynamics one year and statistical mechanics with some 
quantum mechanics the next. he also attended the famous 
wednesday evening ehrenfest colloquium, to which one was 
invited only after passing the candidate examinations. there 
was also the huygens club. members were graduate students 
in the sciences who met weekly at one anothers’ rooms to 
hear talks and discuss their studies. ehrenfest encouraged 
this, feeling that an important part of education was students 
learning from one another.
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 in his first year of graduate studies, largely through the 
influence of kuenen, he received a state fellowship. this 
paid his tuition and was a great help to his parents. he was 
able to have a room in leiden, no longer commuting daily 
from the hague. it was at this time he came into closer 
contact with his uncle (actually his father’s cousin) corne-
lius c. uhlenbeck, a distinguished linguist and professor at 
leiden. he went once a week to have lunch with his uncle 
and was much impressed by his uncle’s extensive library and 
the atmosphere of learning. from september 1921 to June 
1922 uhlenbeck taught 12 hours a week in a high school in 
leiden. although this was a great financial help, he found 
high school teaching distasteful; maintaining order among 
the mischievous young women was difficult. at the end of 
that year, in his lecture ehrenfest asked if anyone was in-
terested in a job in rome. uhlenbeck raised his hand and 
in september he began as a tutor to the younger son of the 
dutch ambassador.

 he was three years in rome, returning to holland in the 
summers. the first year he began the study of italian, first at 
the berlitz school, then with a private tutor. he eventually 
became fluent, reading dante in the original. however, he 
did not neglect his studies of physics. in september 192� 
before returning to rome, he took the examinations for the 
degree of doctorandus (roughly equivalent to the master’s 
degree in an american university). unlike the earlier candi-
daat examination, these were not entirely oral but required 
a pair of essays, one in mathematics, the other in physics. 
for physics he submitted an essay on the dynamical theory 
of diffraction.

 his second year in rome was the “fermi year.” when he 
left holland that fall, ehrenfest asked him to look up enrico 
fermi, with a letter and a list of questions about fermi’s pa-
per on the ergodic theorem, written earlier that year during 
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a visit to gottingen. this he did and the two soon became 
good friends. uhlenbeck spoke to fermi in glowing terms 
about ehrenfest and the atmosphere in leiden. they even 
organized a small ehrenfest-style colloquium, at which fermi 
did most of the talking. a result of this was that fermi in the 
following year used the remainder of a fellowship from the 
italian ministry of Public instruction to spend the fall term 
in leiden with ehrenfest. in later years fermi credited this 
contact with ehrenfest with giving him a renewed confidence 
in his scientific abilities. he and uhlenbeck also discussed the 
troubling political situation; mussolini’s march on rome had 
occurred only the year before. during this his second year 
in rome, uhlenbeck also followed lectures in mathematics 
by tullio levi-civita and Vito Volterra.

 the following summer in holland, ehrenfest urged 
uhlenbeck to come back to his studies; it was time to bring 
the roman episode to an end. but he had liked rome so 
much, and the ambassador was anxious for him to continue, 
that he decided to return for a third year. from the begin-
ning things were different. fermi was no longer there, away 
first in leiden and then to a position in florence. then 
uhlenbeck became fascinated by the study of art history, 
reading voraciously. he associated mostly with members of 
the royal netherlands institute in rome, which he thought 
was a wonderful place. indeed, his first published paper ap-
peared at that time, devoted to a topic in art history.

 when he returned to leiden in June 192� it was with 
the intent of studying history. among others, he spoke of 
this with his uncle cornelius uhlenbeck, who was sympa-
thetic but pointed out that knowledge of latin and greek 
was required. his uncle also suggested that he go ahead to 
get the Ph.d. degree with ehrenfest, since that was some-
how more practical. george spoke with ehrenfest about this 
and he agreed to try. so that summer uhlenbeck began to 
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study latin with a tutor in the hague. at the same time 
ehrenfest arranged for him to meet regularly with his fellow 
student samuel a. goudsmit, who would tell him about the 
recent developments in atomic spectroscopy. the two were 
acquainted since they had been students in the same high 
school in the hague and had also met during uhlenbeck’s 
second year in leiden, but this summer a bond of friendship 
formed that was to last throughout their lives. 

 with sam’s help george learned quickly. they wrote 
together a short note on the spectrum of hydrogen and he-
lium in which they took account of the two-valued quantum 
numbers introduced earlier that year by Pauli and gave what 
are now the accepted assignments of the energy levels. then, 
in september while sam was explaining the Pauli principle 
using the two-valued quantum number assigned to the elec-
tron, george remarked that there must be a corresponding 
degree of freedom: the electron must rotate. when they 
came to ehrenfest with this idea he was a bit skeptical but 
told them to write a brief note that he would send off to 
Naturwissenschaften. the appearance of this note caused a 
sensation, tinged with some skepticism. 

 at that time niels bohr traveled by train to leiden to 
take part in the celebration of the �0th anniversary of h. a. 
lorentz’s doctorate. he was met at stations on the way by 
Pauli and by heisenberg who asked what he thought of spin. 
he was noncommittal. at leiden he was met by ehrenfest 
and einstein, who explained how the moving electron feels 
an induced magnetic field, giving rise to the spin-orbit cou-
pling. with this bohr became an advocate of the spinning 
electron. while in leiden he spent a good deal of time with 
goudsmit and uhlenbeck, urging them to write a note to 
Nature, which he followed with a note of his own. later l. 
h. thomas, a young english visitor in bohr’s institute in  
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copenhagen, explained as a relativistic effect the factor of two 
in what is now called the thomas precession of the electron 
spin. with these developments electron spin became the key 
to our modern understanding of atomic structure.

 at this stage uhlenbeck and goudsmit were only in a 
sense beginning graduate students, both had only recently 
passed the doctorandus examinations, uhlenbeck having lost 
some time due to his sojourn in rome. uhlenbeck now began 
to work closely with ehrenfest. at first he found the working 
sessions every afternoon exhausting, but he soon became 
used to them. that fall he became ehrenfest’s assistant, a 
position he held until he left leiden. this period of close, 
intense interaction had an enormous impact on uhlenbeck. 
he came to respect clear, simple explanations more than the 
learned expositions he had earlier prized. ehrenfest wanted 
always to know first what is the point; Was ist der Witz? he 
would ask. 

 the discovery of spin was made in the spirit of the old 
quantum theory. the first paper of heisenberg on the new 
quantum mechanics had appeared only a couple of months 
earlier. this and papers later that year by born and Jordan 
and the famous three-man paper of born, heisenberg, and 
Jordan were studied by uhlenbeck and ehrenfest. they 
recognized that with these papers there was a real advance, 
but the unfamiliar matrix mathematics was daunting. this 
all changed with the appearance early the following year of 
schrödinger’s papers on wave mechanics. one knew about 
wave equations. the spring of 1926 uhlenbeck and ehrenfest 
worked intensely on the new wave mechanics. that summer 
oskar klein came to spend some time in leiden. he had 
not long before returned to europe after three years at the 
university of michigan in ann arbor, where he had developed 
his five-dimensional generalization of relativity. he also had 
the relativistic wave equation, now called the klein-gordon 
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equation. every afternoon uhlenbeck and klein met with 
ehrenfest for long discussions. uhlenbeck and ehrenfest 
even wrote a paper on klein’s five-dimensional relativity.

 that fall it was time for uhlenbeck to choose a topic 
and write a thesis. since his high school days he had been 
interested in kinetic theory, so it was decided he would 
write on the application of the very new fermi-dirac and 
bose-einstein statistics to the ideal gas. his aim would be to 
present something in the style of the ehrenfest Enzyklopädie 
article that had so impressed him in his undergraduate days. 
he continued to work daily with ehrenfest, discussing topics 
for his thesis along with many others. it was a very exciting 
time with a rapid development of quantum mechanics and 
its applications. in the spring of 1927 it seemed that with the 
many distractions in leiden he would never get the thesis 
written, so ehrenfest sent him off to bohr’s institute with a 
lorentz fellowship. there in two months of hard writing he 
wrote his thesis. in it he gave a consistent description of the 
consequences of the different statistics on the description 
of an ideal gas. in his thesis uhlenbeck criticized einstein’s 
discussion of what is now called the bose-einstein condensa-
tion, arguing that for a gas of any finite number of particles 
there can be no discontinuity. he was technically correct; 
at the time it was not recognized that the singularities of 
the thermodynamic functions are limit properties, and even 
einstein agreed that he had a point. in fact, the problem 
of understanding the phenomenon of condensation was a 
recurring theme throughout his scientific career. sadly he 
did not live to see the demonstration of bose-einstein con-
densation (for a finite number of particles) in 199�.

 with his thesis written he left copenhagen and, having 
some time left on his lorentz fellowship, went to gottingen. 
there he learned of the Pauli paper giving the first descrip-
tion of electron spin within the framework of schrödinger’s 
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wave mechanics. with that, one could actually calculate the 
fine structure of simple atoms. while in gottingen he became 
friends with robert oppenheimer, who had recently gotten 
his Ph.d. under the direction of max born and was a leader 
among the younger students. when uhlenbeck returned to 
leiden, oppenheimer went with him.

that summer brought many changes in uhlenbeck’s life. 
he and goudsmit already had positions as instructors at the 
university of michigan waiting for them. this had come about 
when walter colby came to europe during the 1926-1927 
academic year with the charge from harrison m. randall, 
the chairman of the michigan Physics department, to find 
a replacement for oskar klein. when colby came to leiden 
and spoke to him about this, ehrenfest said that they should 
hire at least two young people, so that in what was then the 
wilderness they would have someone to talk to. the result 
was that the two young leideners both got offers. uhlenbeck 
was especially pleased to accept, since it meant that he would 
have a position at a university and wouldn’t have to teach 
high school. then, on July 7 he and goudsmit both took 
their thesis defense and received the Ph.d. on august 2� he 
married else ophurst, who had been a chemistry student in 
leiden. at the end of that month together with the goudsmits 
they took ship for new york. they were met at the dock by 
oppenheimer, who showed them some of the sights of the 
city and persuaded them to extend their stay in new york in 
order to meet his parents. they were especially impressed 
by the elegant oppenheimer apartment on riverside drive. 
then in early september they took a train for ann arbor to 
take up their positions at the university.

they found there an active department of physics, under 
the inspired direction of randall, who had persuaded the 
powers at the university to let him hire not two but four 
young theorists. aside from goudsmit and uhlenbeck there 
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were otto laporte, who had received his Ph.d. in 192� at 
munich under the direction of arnold sommerfeld and had 
arrived the year before, and david dennison, who had re-
ceived the Ph.d. at michigan in 192� under the direction of 
oskar klein and was returning after three years in europe. 
each of these young theorists were already known to the in-
ternational community for his accomplishments: uhlenbeck 
and goudsmit for their discovery of electron spin, dennison 
for his explanation of the low temperature specific heat of 
hydrogen, and laporte for his application of parity conserva-
tion to atomic spectra embodied in the laporte rule. they 
found at michigan a department active in research and strong 
in atomic and molecular spectroscopy. it was by no means a 
wilderness, but it was isolated from the european centers of 
theoretical physics. they set about to change that.

since 192� there had been at michigan a summer school 
program with invited lecturers, but its influence had been for 
the most part local. under the leadership of uhlenbeck and 
his colleagues this changed dramatically. the first summer 
after their arrival there began a series of summer schools 
devoted to instruction in theoretical physics that was unique 
in america, probably the world. the list of resident lectur-
ers (and students) is one of contemporary leaders in the 
development of physics. these summer schools flourished 
throughout the 19�0s, playing a significant role in the rapid 
progress of modern physics research in america, until the 
entry of the united states into world war ii brought them 
to an end. they were revived after the war, but conditions 
had changed and they were no longer unique.

uhlenbeck also instituted an ehrenfest-style colloquium. 
held wednesday afternoons rather than evenings, it nev-
ertheless bore many of the characteristics of the original. 
above all was the emphasis on clarity. “what is the point?” 
he would ask. even guests were not spared. most of the 
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speakers were local and for them the rule was to give an 
overall view of their subject: what had been achieved and 
what were the outstanding questions. as with the ehrenfest 
colloquium, students were not invited until they had passed 
the preliminary examinations and then they were expected 
to attend. the result of these colloquia as well as the sum-
mer schools was a remarkably close-knit group of faculty 
and students, familiar with the progress of research in the 
various fields of physics.

the pattern of those early years in ann arbor was one 
of a summer session of intense activity and a school term 
devoted to digesting and extending what had been learned. 
shortly after they arrived, uhlenbeck and goudsmit wrote 
together on rotational brownian motion. in 19�0 the classic 
paper on brownian motion with l. s. ornstein appeared. 
there they introduced what is now called the o-u process, 
which takes into account the inertia of the brownian particle. 
his interest in brownian motion continued with work on a 
number of topics, culminating in the 19�� Reviews of Modern 
Physics article with ming chen wang. this review article is 
still regarded as the standard reference for physicists.

in 19�2 dennison and uhlenbeck wrote an article on the 
double minimum problem in quantum mechanics. there 
they introduced the now standard method using the wkb 
approximation. of more general interest was their application 
of their solution to the calculation of the inversion splitting 
of vibrational lines of the ammonia molecule. these lines 
had been measured in the infrared with sufficient accuracy 
to see the splitting, but a direct measurement, which is in 
the microwave region, didn’t exist. shortly after, their col-
league neil h. williams and his student claud e. cleeton 
developed a magnetron source and used it to make the first 
direct measurement of the ammonia splitting, thus initiating 
the field of microwave spectroscopy.
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through lectures and discussions at the summer schools, 
especially with his friend fermi, uhlenbeck during those 
years began work in nuclear physics. Perhaps best known 
from those days are the papers on the fermi theory of beta 
decay published jointly with his student emil konopinski. 
they proposed an alternative to the fermi theory involving 
gradients of the wave function, which for a time seemed to 
fit the observations better. they returned to the subject in 
19�1 when in a masterly presentation of the most general 
form of the fermi theory, they gave the energy distribu-
tion of the emitted electron for first and second forbidden 
transitions.

in the fall of 19�� uhlenbeck returned to holland to 
become professor at the university of utrecht. this was a 
position that had become vacant when h. a. kramers moved 
to leiden after the death of ehrenfest. while he worked 
on a number of topics in nuclear physics and statistical me-
chanics during his time at utrecht, the most important was 
probably the theory of condensation. the question, which 
as remarked above was a recurring theme of his scientific 
life, was this: how to explain the observation that, indepen-
dent of the detailed form of the interatomic force, a gas 
condenses into a liquid at a sharp temperature. at a 19�7 
conference in amsterdam celebrating the 100th anniversary 
of the birth of van der waals, there was a vigorous debate on 
the question of phase transitions in thermodynamic systems 
in which kramers made the point that the sharp disconti-
nuities associated with phase transition could only occur in 
the thermodynamic limit. while this argument was not ac-
cepted by everyone present, uhlenbeck at once recognized 
its importance. in his thesis he had argued that there could 
be no sharp discontinuity in a finite system; now he realized 
there could be in an infinite one. together with his student 
boris kahn he proposed a criterion for the existence of the 
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condensation transition in a gas. the idea was that condensa-
tion corresponded to a singularity in the pressure expressed 
in terms of the fugacity. theirs was the generally accepted 
theory of condensation until c. n. yang and t. d. lee gave 
in 19�2 a more general criterion based on the behavior in 
the entire complex fugacity plane.

in the fall of 19�8 uhlenbeck spent a semester as visiting 
professor at columbia university. there he shared an office 
with his old friend enrico fermi, who had not returned to 
italy after receiving the nobel Prize. from fermi he learned 
about the recent discovery of nuclear fission. at columbia 
he gave an ehrenfest-style oral examination to help Julian 
schwinger satisfy the requirements for his doctoral degree. 
some years earlier uhlenbeck had met the very young 
schwinger when as a student he attended the 19�6 michi-
gan summer school. uhlenbeck returned to utrecht after 
his semester at columbia but left the following summer to 
return again to michigan as professor of physics.

while at columbia he had become interested in problems 
in the theory of cosmic rays, writing a paper on the subject 
jointly with w. e. lamb and a. nordsieck. he continued 
that work at michigan, lecturing on the subject in the 19�0 
summer school and with his student william t. scott. he 
also continued to work in the field of nuclear physics, study-
ing with another student, robert J. bessey, the problem of 
internal conversion of gamma rays. a great event was the 
birth in 19�2 of george and else’s son, olke cornelius. 
in later years olke became a well-known biochemist and a 
member of the national academy of sciences; george was 
very proud. then in 19�� george left michigan on leave to 
direct the theoretical group at the mit radiation labora-
tory in cambridge, massachusetts. this wartime research was 
largely devoted to waveguide theory and problems of noise 
in radar systems and is summarized in the book Threshold 
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Signals (19�0) edited jointly by uhlenbeck and J. l. lawson. 
it was in cambridge that he met the mathematician mark 
kac, who was a member of his group. they developed a close 
friendship and collaboration that lasted until kac’s death in 
198�. also in his group was Julian schwinger, who had simply 
shown up one day having left the atomic energy group at 
chicago. it took considerable diplomatic skill on uhlenbeck’s 
part to mollify the people at chicago. he later said that he 
had somehow always been rescuing schwinger.

in 19�� he returned to ann arbor. there he began to 
work on problems of kinetic theory with c. s. wang chang, 
a research associate supported through an office of naval 
research contract. in all, they wrote together 11 papers on 
various problems in kinetic theory. of these, 10 were pub-
lished as university of michigan research reports; one was 
not published but appeared some years later in an article 
with J. de boer. despite this somewhat clandestine publica-
tion, these reports were widely circulated and justifiably 
famous. at this time he made his last foray into nuclear 
physics, directing two doctoral students, daniel s. ling Jr. 
and david l. falkoff, who worked on problems of angular 
correlations in successive nuclear transitions. it seems that 
the experimentalists were at first rather skeptical about 
the existence of such correlations, which soon became an 
important tool for sorting out the angular momentum and 
parity of nuclear states.

in 19�2 uhlenbeck became an american citizen. two years 
later he was named henry carhart Professor of Physics. it was 
in these years that he returned to the condensation problem. 
this time it was in the form of a study of the graphs that can 
be associated with the terms in the mayer expansion of the 
equation of state. together with the mathematician frank 
harary and his students robert J. riddell and george w. 
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ford he wrote a number of important papers on the math-
ematical theory of graphs. a summary of this work appeared 
in a 1962 review article written jointly with ford.

since his student days, uhlenbeck had been fascinated 
with the problem of the approach to equilibrium, in particular 
with the description afforded by the boltzmann equation. in 
the mid-19�0s he learned of the work of the russian physicist 
n. n. bogoliubov, who had sketched out a way to extend the 
boltzmann equation to include the effects of multiparticle 
collisions. uhlenbeck took up this work, with the dream of 
obtaining a density expansion of the boltzmann collision 
term analogous to the virial expansion of the equilibrium 
equation of state. with his student s. t. choh he derived 
the choh-uhlenbeck equation, which includes the effects of 
two- and three-particle collisions. they used this to calculate 
first order density corrections to the viscosity and heat con-
ductivity. this work is the subject of the higgins lectures 
given by uhlenbeck at Princeton university in 19��. others 
carried on with this program, but the discovery that the 
corrections due to collisions of four or more particles are 
divergent brought an end to the dream. nevertheless, this 
work of uhlenbeck remains a major contribution to the deep 
question of the approach to equilibrium.

during the academic years 19�8-19�9 and 19�8-19�9, 
uhlenbeck spent sabbatical leave at the institute for ad-
vanced study in Princeton, new Jersey. the year 19�9 he 
was president of the american Physical society. in 1960 he 
gave a series of lectures at a summer seminar in applied 
mathematics arranged by the american mathematical soci-
ety and held at the university of colorado. a result was the 
book, Lectures in Statistical Mechanics, authored with g. w. 
ford and published in 196�. then, in the fall of 1960 uhlen-
beck left michigan for the last time, taking up a position as 
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professor at the rockefeller institute for medical research 
in new york city. there he was joined by his old friends 
mark kac, coming from cornell university, and theodore 
h. berlin, from Johns hopkins university. no small part of 
the attraction of rockefeller was the dynamic leadership of 
its president, detlov w. bronk, who had a vision of turning 
the institute into a university with these three as the nucleus 
of teaching and research in mathematics and physics. in-
deed, in 196� the rockefeller institute became rockefeller 
university. uhlenbeck and berlin had for some time had 
a plan to write together a book on statistical mechanics. 
unfortunately, berlin died suddenly in 1962 and the book 
was never written.

not long after arriving at rockefeller, uhlenbeck returned 
for the last time to the condensation problem. in collabora-
tion with kac and Per christian hemmer, a visiting fellow 
from trondheim university in norway, he began a study 
of the equation of state of a one-dimensional gas with an 
interaction potential of the form of a hard core and an ex-
ponential attraction. it had been shown earlier by kac that in 
the thermodynamic limit this is an exactly soluble problem. 
now they studied the further limit where the range of the 
attraction becomes infinite while the strength goes to zero 
such that the area under the potential stays finite. it had long 
been known that a one-dimensional gas cannot have a phase 
transition, but surprisingly in this limit they were able to 
show that it can. moreover, the equation of state they found 
is exactly of the van der waals form but with a flat portion 
of the isotherm corresponding to the gas-liquid transition. 
thus for this model the condensation problem is solved 
exactly. they went on to discuss the two- and three-particle 
correlations for this model as well as the behavior near the 
critical point. this work remains a beautifully instructive il-
lustration of the condensation phenomenon.
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in 1971 uhlenbeck retired from rockefeller. he remained 
active there, with lively discussions with colleagues over lunch 
consisting of a sandwich and a beer purchased at a third 
avenue delicatessen. in 198� he and else left new york, mov-
ing to champagne-urbana, illinois, where their son, olke, 
was professor of microbiology. a year later they moved to 
boulder when olke took up a position at the university of 
colorado. there george died of a stroke at age 87.

in his later years uhlenbeck received many honors. in 
addition to those mentioned above, these included elec-
tion to the national academy of sciences in 19��; the first 
lorentz Professor, leiden university, 19��; henry russel 
lecturer, university of michigan, 19�6; oersted medal of 
the american association of Physics teachers, 19�6; van der 
waals Professor, amsterdam university, 196�; Planck medal 
of the german Physical society (with s. goudsmit), 196�; 
lorentz medal of the royal dutch academy of sciences, 
1970; medal of science of the united states, 1977; and the 
wolf Prize in 1979.

the author wishes to acknowledge the loan by the niels bohr library 
of the american institute of Physics of the transcript of taped inter-
views of uhlenbeck conducted in 1962 by t. s. kuhn of Princeton 
university.
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